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Student Returning from Abroad Develops
Unintelligible Accent

PRICE: Anything dipped in hot sauce.

Buried
WUnderground
Unpaid Intern’s
Resume Still Sucks
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Wilson, sporting her new beret like an elitist snob.

C

arrie Wilson is back at
Wash U for her senior
year after just, like, an
absolutely amazingly incredibly awesome semester abroad
in Europe. Unfortunately, no
one is able to understand a
word she says.
“Ehy grublentond, lehkins
shmow se qweenter leyuuks,
like, nawnh ilk sem newtlicke,
ya know?!” Carrie said.
Uhhh. Come again?
“Literally nothing she says
make sense,” explained Traci
Martinez, a one-time acquain-

tance of Carrie’s. “We understand she had a super, lifechanging time abroad, but the
accent she developed is incomprehensible, and the beret she
bought in Paris is hideous.”
Sophia Sowinski, coordinator of Overseas Programs,
believes students returning
from abroad may experience
a difficult adjustment period
upon returning to campus. She
explained, “although the often
touted Holmes Lounge and
Brookings Quad are aesthetically sufficient, any student who

has experienced the mountains
of Kazakhstan or the rainforests of Belize will surely scoff
at the American banality of the
university. Returning students
may adopt new diet choices,
accents, and ways of speaking
to which normal students absolutely, in no way, shape or form,
will ever relate.”
Carrie Wilson was last seen
at Cherry Tree Café pouring
Sauvignon blanc into her
espresso and toasting to international tolerance with a group
of exchange students.

Freshman
Dies
Moving
Furniture to Top Floor of
Traditional Dorm
page iii

Olin Business School Now
Almost Big Enough to House
Students’ Egos

Guy Mangled by Dog No Longer Finds Dog
Cute

Pat Lifton was brutally
mauled by his friend’s
German
Shepherd
this
summer. The perpetrator is
a 9-month-old puppy, and
despite his vicious, nearly
fatal assault on Lifton, nobody
can stop talking about how
doggone cute that pup is.
“The other day—it was the
darndest thing—the puppy
fell right to sleep in his bowl of
food! He just plunked down
and spilled the kibbles everywhere, but it was so fricken
cute! Just sleeping! Can you
believe it? Totally adorable!”
all of Lifton’s friends emphatically recalled.
Following twenty stitches
and three intensive facerestructuring surgeries, Lifton
still looks very fucked up
from the attack. His left eye is
completely non-functioning,
he only has three remaining
fingers, and although possibly
unrelated, he is suffering from
early-onset erectile dysfunction.
“I wish everyone
would stop talking about
how cute that goddamned
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Campus-Wide Exclamations
of the N-Word at All Time
Low Decibel Levels
page A2

Student Just Happy to be
Away from His Fucking Family
Awww, so cute!
demonic German Shepherd is,”
Lifton fumed as drool which he
can no longer control trickled
down his chin.
Nonetheless,
Lifton’s
friends are adamant about
turning his distasteful view of
the puppy around. Convinced
his current state of trepidation, disgust, and recently
diagnosed clinical depression
is just a phase, his friends are
committed to finding new cute
anecdotes to share about their
favorite German Shepherd and
his lovable quirks.
“Oh, phooey, Pat will come

page IV

around!” assured his lifelong
buddy, Mitch. “Sure, spending
a month in the hospital at risk
for meningitis and rabies isn’t
exactly an ideal summer, but
gee, when that precious little
pup buries his face in your lap,
it is just so dang adorable--I
could melt right into his furry
face!”
Since the attack, Lifton
has taken to wearing ear buds
around his friends to avoid
being subjected to their insensitive commentary and undeniable favoritism toward the dog
that ripped his face to shreds.

Mom Gets Jeopardy Answer
Before Contestant

page 500
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Really High Kid Not Surprised by
Interaction with Talking Cat
Robert Howardson, Three 6
Mafia enthusiast and frequent marijuana user, was totally unphased by
his brief yet enlightening conversation with a talking cat.
According
to
bystanders,
Howardson was baked out of his
fucking mind at the time of the
incident. The Wash U junior had

reportedly consumed at least one
and a half “magic brownies” and
taken multiple massive bong rips
just before the inspiration to walk
around the block overwhelmed
him. While outdoors, all evidence
suggests Howardson encountered a
stray tabby cat with whom he was
able to maintain a coherent discus-

sion.
Although neither Howardson
nor his feline interlocutor were
available for comment, the two are
suspected to have discussed various
topics ranging from current events
to gender dilemmas in modern existentialist thought.

Girl Finishes Roommate’s
Friendship Terminates
Karina Lopez and Samantha
Halsted promptly stopped being
friends the minute Karina realized Samantha had eaten her entire
container of red pepper hummus.
Although the roommates have
been best friends for two years now,
Karina was recently overheard
describing Samantha as completely
dead to her.
“It really pisses me off because
the only groceries she ever buys
are cookies and Gatorade” vented
Karina. “So either that bitch was
dipping her Chips Ahoy in my

Empty container, previously full of
Halsted’s hummus.
hummus... or she was just scooping
it straight out with a spoon. And

WUnderground

Hummus-since I brought all the silverware
for our apartment, she barely has
a right to touch the spoons anyway.
What a whore!”
Karina’s friends have jointly
determined that she is absolutely
not overreacting since hummus
is too delicious to share and since
nobody ever really liked Samantha
anyway.
The friendship appears unsalvageable as rumors are emerging
that Samantha may also be guilty of
occasionally using Karina’s coffee
creamer without asking.

Friend Definitely Didn’t Steal
Other Friend’s Chair
Last Thursday, senior Katie
Wabash welcomed friends to her
Washington Avenue apartment to
show off the new chair she definitely did not steal from friend and
neighbor Mindy Johnson.
“Honestly, I have no idea where
I found the chair! It definitely was
not from Mindy’s apartment. More
likely than not, I lawfully purchased
it from a legitimate retail establishment,” Katie explained while
avoiding eye contact and sweating
profusely from her armpits.
“Most importantly, it definitely
wasn’t from Mindy’s apartment!”
Katie loudly reiterated.
Katie’s new chair is black and
beige, just like the one Mindy lost,
and the chair features a bouillabaisse stain, which is reportedly
Mindy’s favorite food. The chair
also has a little “Property of Mindy
Johnson” label on the bottom.
As of press time, Mindy is still
looking for her chair and asks if
anyone has seen it to please let her
know.

WUnderground is WashU’s
premier [only] satirical
newspaper and should be
taken about as seriously as
an impending alien invasion.
Just kidding, the alins are actually coming. However, the news
reported by this paper
is completely fictitious,
at least to our knowledge.
Any resemblance to persons
living, ailing or dead is
entirely intentional.
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Pictured above is Katie’s new chair. We would have shown Mindy’s
missing chair, but it looks exactly the same.

We are always recruiting
new members. If you
would like to write, edit,
doodle, spellczech, edit or just
want to join us for power zumba
and pilates, email us at:
wunderground@su.wustl.edu,
and join our facebook group!
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Chancellor Wrighton Has Emergency Someone Out There Is Master Prankster
Surgery to Remove Foot from Mouth
Somewhere between the time
a faint outline of Jesus’ profile

After receiving a frantic call from
the house of Washington University
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton, paramedics arrived at approximately
2:30 AM to find the Chancellor with
his entire right foot lodged firmly in
his mouth, extending down into the
trachea.
It appears a case of New York
Times publicity this summer in
which the Chancellor failed to
convince anyone that the university’s financial assistance program
is not total bullshit, combined
with a rare variation of brain fart
syndrome, caused his entire foot-shoe and all--to end up in his mouth.

“I’ve never seen anything like
it,” said Dr. Charles Martin, who
performed the successful surgery to
dislodge the foot. “I thought it was
bad when a bunch of frat boys came
in last semester with their feet in
their mouths, but Wrighton’s was a
particularly severe case.”
Wrighton remained in the
hospital for observation on Tuesday
night, before being released under
instruction to stop being so fucking
cheap and to keep his leg elevated.
As of 4:14 AM, Wrighton’s chances
to be offered a job at Harvard were
pronounced dead.

Adam Johnson peed on a cellophane covered toilet and the time
his roommate Mac Simpson was
tarred and feathered as he left the
dorm, the residents of the Millbrook
apartments realized they were the
targets of a serious prankster.
Recently, the Millbrook roommates have been victim to odd and
unexplainable phenomena. For
example, Johnson reported being
“very weirded out” one morning
when ten parakeets flew out of his
mini fridge dressed in felt vests.
Similarly, Simpson recalled
returning to his dorm late one
Saturday evening, only to find

imprinted on his pillow.
“Well, I’m a quarter Jewish, and
I was pretty blackout that night, so I
wasn’t totally sure if it was Jesus at
all, and I had no idea how to handle
the situation,” Simpson stated. “But
I did know that I was pranked.
Someone out there seriously got me
good. The question is… who?”
WUPD is unsure how long the
investigation will last, but until
further notice, students are urged
to keep their salt and sugar clearly
labeled, and to not bite into sandwiches without checking for hidden
toxins, tomato look-alikes, and/or
animal larvae.

WUnderground Mad Libs
One morning, Tommy O’Keefe noticed a
1
rash oozing with ____________.
At first, he
was alarmed, but he quickly attributed it to
2
___________.
Nonetheless, he decided to go
3
to ___________
for an expert opinion. After
4
suggesting the rash was _________.
Tommy
5
decided to _________.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A) pus
B) magma
C) broccoli rabe
A) rough sex
B) his bar mitzvah
C) the new Bear’s Den pad thai sauce
A) the doctor
B) Transylvania
C) his WUSA
A) feline AIDS
B) speaking French
C) over-grown armpit hair
A) learn french to communicate with the rash
B) smoke crack
C) apply neosporin twice daily

Freshman Jizzes Over First Lecture

Marty Goldman, stimulated freshman.

Marty Goldman couldn’t help
but ejaculate into his own pants on
Thursday morning while attending
his first-ever freshman lecture in
LabSci 300.
The rigor of Wash U has
always appealed to Goldman. As
a self-proclaimed “scholastic diehard,” Goldman has always had a
strong sexual fetish for challenging
academics. However, Goldman was
blown away by the overt sexuality
of his first brain-bending lecture,
and he experienced sexual ecstasy

Point

to the point he never imagined
possible.
“I know it was immature to cum
all over myself, but I couldn’t help it.
The stimulating environment of the
lecture hall mixed suggestively with
the spicy scent of pencils and body
odor to create a titillating atmosphere.
It was like each word that rolled off
my professor’s aged and wise tongue
was a sweet aphrodisiac,” Goldman
panted as he lightly stroked the hard
wooden armrest to his right.
Marty Goldman expects to

continue experiencing premature
ejaculation frequently during his
first semester at Wash U. This sort of
reaction is reminiscent of the time in
high school when Goldman barely
escaped to the bathroom before
reaching sexual climax during the
AP Physics exam’s friction calculations.
Unfortunately, Goldman is still
very much a virgin in the literal
sense, and prospects do not look
promising for any real sex in the
foreseeable future.

Counter-Point

It’s refreshing to attend the
same university as so many
refined intellectuals

You have something in your
teeth

by Landon von Maur, undergraduate scholar

by Max Stein, regular
student

The intellectual aura and synergy
here at Washington University are
outstanding. Attending this sort of elite
establishment is a privilege in which I
take pride. I know that any of my dormitory co-habitants would be delighted to
discuss post-Soviet Russia if the fancy so

strikes us. Indeed, I do believe they may
even have some Dostoyevsky excerpts in
mind to add nuance to my postulations. I
cannot imagine attending a “party school”
where the time and genius of brilliant
professors would be wasted on classes
with inebriated ragamuffins as peers.

I’m sorry man-- huh? I think you were
saying something, because your lips kept
moving up and down, but I didn’t understand a single word. Actually, it’s pretty
hilarious – there’s a huge piece of spinach
stuck in your teeth. Actually—aw dang,
this is really nasty—it may be something

else. It looks creamier than I thought.
Did you eat avocado today? Ew, gross,
how about I just try and pick that out
for you. No? You sure? Ok, you’re gonna
need some floss then.
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Professor Regrets Drinking Bottle of Wine
Before Lecture

Professor Jetson feeling a little loose, focusing on not
slurring her words.

Archaeology Professor Sandy Jetson finished
off a carafe of half-priced Pinot Noir at lunch
before her afternoon lecture last Thursday.
Aside from a brief non-sequitur about her first
husband’s butt chin, Jetson’s lecture on Paleolithic Biofacts reportedly ran relatively smoothly.
Nonetheless, Jetson reports feeling “kind of
goofy” about being so clearly tipsy in front of her
students. She says she will likely split the wine
with a friend next time.

What irks you most about your random
roommate?*

50% He always eats my leftover curry

50% His recipe for curry is a little dry

* We surveyed the two freshmen in Lien 412

B-School Students Learn to Speak, Write
in Communications Classes
This fall, the Olin Business School, ranked
fourth nationally, will be offering communications classes in which students are taught basic
skills such as speaking and writing. Despite
the prestigious national ranking, the new class
was added after an Olin student-run experiment proved, albeit based on elementary arithmetic on an Einstein’s napkin, a 67% literacy
rate amongst the business school students.
In an exclusive interview, Dean Rick Patel
sheds some light on the wealth of benefits that
business students will gain from the addition
of the new communications class.
“When I learned speak at age of 31, it very
changed my life. It still difficult, I still am learn,
but communication much important of business,” Patel articulated.
Business students, like junior Tricia Johnson,
are already making impressive strides with the

new communications classes in place.
“Never I knew that the symbols in signs
and paper had actually meaning. Wonders I
what other mysteries of Earth to discover!”
Tricia’s profound success in the English
language is not yet the norm for all business
students, but educational experts are hoping
that one day it might be. A University cognitive psychologist adds, “While cases like
Tricia’s are rare, studies show that nearly half
of our business students have the intellectual
capacity for English fluency with at least four
years of rigorous study.”
For the spring semester, the business
school has plans to implement game theory
classes where students can opt to learn strategies for games such as tag and duck-duckgoose.

Top 10...
Ways We’re
Celebrating
WUnderground’s
10th Year

10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.

Just straight up burning things
Having emotional breakdowns
after realizing that writing for a
satire newspaper is useless for
our med school resumes.
Finding new and innovative
ways to waste even more SU
money.
Taking adderall and watching
the page view count on our
website for, like, hours.
Getting inspirational matching
tattoos.
Circumcisions for everyone!
Finally admitting that Studlife
has been our prank the whole
time.

3.

Going after the groups we
haven’t offended yet...look
out, Norwegians.

2.

Publishing all the crappy articles
our old editors rejected.

1.

Getting wasted, obviously.

What Do You Think?
Bradley Manning, the WikiLeaks guy, is now a girl! What do you think?

Suzy Snelling

Jim Sanders

Token Blonde Girl

Chelsea Manning’s Prison Cell
Mate

“Is that the guy in Russia?”

“This will make the butt
sex slightly less awkward.”

Miley Cyrus

Expert on Blurred Lines

“I’d twerk on that.”

Chelsea Manning

George Washington

Chick Formerly Known as Bradley
Manning

Wig-Wearing Commander-inChief

“This is such a relief! I’ve always
felt like a woman trapped in a
man’s body trapped in a high
security military prison.”

“Who says only girls wear
wigs?”

